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AT =_
o-eviaerre in-the report

And-Rrocedure

chera deivetl extenstve in.eervice itatn/ng

culyq. ple7choice,Irknowiedge o science" "achievement test

XR-20 0.75) vas wed ae a protest'admtnlatered prior to beginning,

the iEhemiS course Alter six months of instruction 'cedminist

of
pefied oily for the c ievemept test, assumed for

dents completed;

.1 An IQ test (split-half.. 0:0) Ortar and Ebrieli A266

2). A multdple choice chemistry achievement test (1C11-20 0.78)

3) A Likerttype science interest and attitude inventory
(Alpha -072) XlfeYer 1270),

p o -so_vin lab practice. l with,tec clue- procedure,
menuel dexterity and orderliness sUbstales (rovenell-Aliha

Ot70).

4

-5 manfprtratWeiktrrs with sub tes CS'
si(milar to the above '(overall Alpha 0.53)

6) An "obser4ntional ability" lab practical (Alphea 9.5o
0.61, ending on the scoring method usdd)

In-additkon, data were collected forinstructor-assigned grades
-

chemistry, choice of major at the end of the tenth grade year and

Student sex.

Onte data were collected, two factor anAlyses with var

were conducted.._Tht_firet,_on the_pxoblem=s

practicals--"showed that the -'four

*i

otaatici

could be reduced,

to'distinct factors: (I) higher ahiliX 4v(technique and procedure)

and (II) ldwer abilitps (manual dexterity'and'Order .mess)."



CtO

pract s, higher ability
_

the two lab,pradticals discussed.
.

struetim grade-5.4ndicated'fiAe f c

Intellectuar-abiii 4ofOr=66 c achievement and
1 gradeqoaded highly; FACTOR II a 'problem solving" factor on

which both higher And lower abili factors-from the problem solving -.
poetical loaded= highly (0.81 anae:0.84, Andloretest iineral

.
. ,

science achlevementsloaded moderAteirt(0:39);:FACTOR IIIA-a "routine
,,.

manipulative skills"-factor on which both higher o ability,

loaded highly; FACTOR IV-- 'observational-abiliti?" factor contain-1ft_

only the- eetvetiohal-leb pr*act ash FACTOR V--an affective factor4

containing, nly the attitude and/if:merest survey.

Once faciors were ideutifie

13or nonacienc

the sample was aorta as science (n4102)

era =descriptive. -sta atics for e five--

the origi-. -

-.nal measures_ were generatsd,,for each gr491),_and_the_lwo_grou ns were

comp red using a t-tese. -A similar procedure was used to .Compare boys

iris.

Firs
significAnt.differinies.itieluded:

Arlene

and iris boys on the observational fac

sciencewmajors > non-

ea-anclboya->-girloon-the7"cognitive/intell ctual"-factbr

Interpretation

_

The.i.nveatigatons concluded that*ach evement on written tests and, lab

racticals con denenddnr2dodes,-that-laboratory abillt

at least three cemponentsproblem-solVing manipulative skipsr _

end observation, and that all of these should be used in-assessing

students'abilityinthemiatry. They found ttia the teachers used



"b-prac

- la5oratory-iiriented and based

with problem- solving sitnatiens-"

cult.=

least

girls obset-va-tional abilities was hypothesized

as due...to different rates of colbr blindness between the sexes. The

_ tive differences were noted bet not interpreted.

-STRACTOk'S ANALYSIS

The relax * hip of the study ,to tie matrix of other_ studies in dxis
area is difficult because of.tile potpourri of idsues addressed; The

atory skills appears to be a continuing interest .

gthtia7-tazonomic-- Thii=apOroadh=i;-typical-

oEhers Tato have &dressed the saMe problem Z'Doran, 1978).' The philo-
_

aoPhical, psychological sodhir empirical bases of Kempes taxonomy

were not discussed in the report but were referenced. The reasons for

expecting-6yr= not-expecting --as-the -cum- may-be.)-a-differefide twcen
science acul_nonscience majors or hetw boys and girls on the,

aeasurd-variablee are --not discussed (Final 'g-rades in science

ti
daily good and lab skills should comprise, meaeured objectives is an

undiscussed and unqueAstioned assumption..

As nearly as can be decerMined from the report, the study provides, no

new conceptual or methodologicalc ntributions.' In fact, the vlldity

of some-of tie conclusions is qiiestionable on methodological gr'ounds;.

-q
The heart of thelstudyirevoIves around the lab practicals, the best 4t

which is of minimum reliability "(Alpha 0.70 for the overall measure

The observation measure is contaminated ,o at unknown extent because it

-.requires color discrimination in the blue-green and violet ranges anth-

color4ilinness was not diiiii-MICMore than 0 percent of the

variance of each of the measures'seema due to

I

men; error.-

6
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in science do' a a they= In

s because they are more-

ether their data support this because,- despite' their_promis

roduction, IQ is not treated as an independent variable.

spect that IQ would be similarly related to acti v nt iq non,.

_-_ce courses.- my own'experience_as a chemistry teacher in'high

_001 is that, with very rare except es; students o.make good.

gradeson'written chemistry tests also make good gradeson'written
teats in mathtlanivages,s6cial studies, 1 ter

education,-Industrial arts, and hdde economies. Some unique feature

of Israeli, as compared to American, schooling may create'a different

stater. fiaffsirsr

egard td the written report itself, reviewing this study was a

frustra ing experience because determining what went as from reading,

-7---,the-report-i.ras-tquir e-dif ficuit ion-to-a discrepancy between

_ _ stated intent in the introduction and actual design as mentioned above

with -IQ, -descri of -chi lab-practicals-which were apparently

otally-fhadequate,

problem = solving test involved,an "open-ended" investigation of'(the

rata of? the stoithiometry of?) the thSET414293ition,_of Cdc03_ ,------
with both "planning and actual performance" assested)via checklist

along undefined dimdhsions labeled as technieue,.procedure, manual

exterity and Orderliness. The manipulative skills lab practical-

involved following "very,specific directions" to'investigate the

precipitation of'FbCr0,4 (Kisp? Effect of solvent temperature or-1

=common ion effect?) assessed using a checklist for technique, pro-
.

cedUre, manual dexterity and orderlineds.

Technique and procedure hung,together ands dual dexterity and order-

Iinesertilhg-th-diriactor analysis but not another.

results of'the two- factor analyses, and. my own failure to understand

how'technique and procedure can differ very much from manual dexterity
s .



or Ihreepeni ces of deicription

a the checklist would have helped

of inform rich sho d have been ed are:

d used to select the _ preseneatiVe_sample;_thetime of

relisbilitiaa-

he fatPren

f the IQ lab praCtical and attitude measures; the

the lab practical subtests e unit of analysis for

tbe_fac tor /in.struzient which-indicated

"higher" and ' ' abilities; the method of scoring the Observation,,

Lib practical-us=ed for generating data used in ehe analysis; the natuiia

pf the content validation procedure used for the measures develOped,
.

eepeciallyfor the study; the number ofboys and girls; at- least a

reference tothe=algorithm-Used for calcdIatiNg the t-test; and the.

probabilities associated with the bO /girl comparisons. Since the

re' report required -Only six and a.fourth'pages, all of the addl.-.

1 information mentioned including des5jetion
eof the lab practi-=,

cede could have been included within the JRST 10-page limit for a

research report.-

h the reporting tf this study

art of research in this area and what directions are indicated for. the

the. current -state of the

future_ r of.._ the art in -develop n-g-lab-2praieticals-has-
.

recently reviewed by Doran (1978) who concluded that "research into

psychomotor aspects of science labo'ratory objectives is woefully'
. =

iacking." Because-the lab practice's developed far this study are

not adequately described, it is impossible to determine the coptii-

-bution-of.this stUdy"to the state of that particularart.

The'discrimination between science and Aonscience majors is, l suspect,

an intractable problem involving at she very least preferred learning

iTyle, Cognitive cognitive preferince, rate of development of,

operational. thinking ; interaction of all these with instruc-

tion in both the sciencea and nonscrences, encounters withaimportent

role_models, differential socialization. of the sexes, parental
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expectations and job market structures. is, at any rate1. beside

the poiht as lenges thpractical consideration is edevelopment-of a

single chemistry course to be taught to all students before.they

clare-majo I believe the,problem_Of_diffeteb.ces.-between_majois-2,
A

!rid menrmajo atively unim rtant compared with, the Other prop-

m implied but not discussed in the study: how may laboratory

.experiences be used te,improve classroom instruction in Chemist?

(Id not-qualifying that question, I am assuming that alphormal

humans learn in pretty much the same fashiop.
Gy

1
If this is the important question, and I believe that it if, then the

investigators'stress at-this tima-opsychomotor skills is misplaced.
. -

The newer science curricula are lhb-centered because this approach is

thought to be most. effective in helping'student understandand learn-

the concepts and intellectual processes of science. -Psychodotor skill

developmeht is a means for ambling students to-encounter plienomenaA

which will help them acquire such undetstandihg/learning,,not an end

in iteelf. My agenda '.as a high school Aemistryteachdr Is helping

students to learn and understand chemiitry, not training them to *
become lab technicians.

ortant research problems include, then, the followingl/

WhaX is the logical structure of chemistry? Howklo we know

whether someone knows and understands the concepts and intellectual

processes of chemistry? Which ideas are, central and which are

peripheral? The methods discussed by Herron et al. (1977) seem

useful for initially faadressing this problem.

(2) How do sEudents ps chologically construct the logical

ructure of chemistry? (T-is is quite a different problem because

if the logical structure were the same as the psychological structure

begin with, all we'd need for perfect chemistry teaching would be
404,

a good-,set of notes and means of delivering the message to students.)

Which ideas may be learned initially and which require prior learning/

understanding of other ideas? If human learning is viewed as



- process described by Newell and Siion K1'972), we call,information
_

use.compUter analogies for this second '(and most important?) problem.

Elucidaiion of tWdatabaae format can probably be accomplished using

--7----SectOdsreVieed-bY-Pre66a-(1978),,'"0664Mritaefan-Orthe program used

',to massage the data cn probably be accomplished using methods similar

to Piaget. (See .0t8e1.i, 1978, for a, recent review-and a comprehensive

bibliography.)

Investigation of problems (1) and (2) should.lead directly to some

productive hypotheses related tostudents encountering lab-type

e7tperiencee as a route"for.ehemistry learning. Only at this point

woad' a consideration of discrete laboratory psychomotor Skills

-required for chemistry learning- become broadly-Useful.

In effect, I am criticizing the investigators/ lack of a theoretical

base for -the research they did. Even despite the methodological prob-

__ lems.the data_are_af_interest. Somehow elates

have developed a curriculum that does not radidally diminish the eta-
.

tude towards science of those whoyote with their feet to not enter

science courses'again. The factor analyses reported surely mean

something. The problem is that without a well- articulated theoreti-

cal base, no one can be sure really what the data mean, not even the

---------investigators-themselves.--:Yestarch-that-rakea-diestance-a-direct

atheoretical observation (a correlational fishing trip, so to speak)

is useful in the absence pf organizing theories. But science educa-

tion has advanced to the point where enough such theories abound to

enable us to.begin using them. Let us all do so.

:10
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Ahirpose

The purposes of this study were:

To find out how children Aerate n a'*ee-choice environment.

To discover what children Learn *bout Controlling var
the absence of direct'teacher instruction.

-

The authors stated that it was also of I erest,to establish baseline
r-

Lea in

data for future studies.

Rationale

The research was concerned generally with student'learning when student

-.autonomy is maximized and teacher-controlled instruction is minimized.

re_ specifically, the focus was on the ability of students to control

ariables. The authors feel that learning to control variables is

important not only for science but because such knowledge is also

fundamental to everyday decision making.

The part,of the study related to controlling variables is referenced

to the classic work of Inhel,epr and Piaget (1958). Free-choice environ-

ments are linked to studies by Linn et_al. (1976a, 1976b).

12



Research Design and Procedure

ilNinetyrkid4e-claas sixthAmaderajnade_up...: -e-populationLfo

Forty-five children were randomly selected to form the experimental

f group which would/Particiiate'in the Science Enrichment Center. The
fla

remaining 45 children served'as the control group and had no science

program during the course of the investigation. The children in the

experimental grOG attended the Center in,groupe of eight for two 45'

-minute sessions per weeklor 12 weeks, ,There were no significant,

-differences in IQ dr age between experimental and control groups.

7

4
-4The Science Ent. chment Center was situated in a bobk-storage room,

The enter permitted students a great deal:of free-choice'in

tieti selected as well as mode of operation. Fifteen different

activities were available at any one tithe. A total of 50 activities

-.were used in the study. Each activity was accompanied by a studeht

activity sheet Which 1) suggestettan interesting activity, 2) described

a solution, and 3) provided the learner with'a related challenge to*

solve. Report forms were available for the students at the. completion'

of Work with a particular set of equipment. An adult paraprofessional

Staffed the Center. In general, the paraprofessional functioned as a

facilitator and was not involved in initiating conversation with the

children.

The following kinds of data were gathered in order to evaluate the

effects of the Science Enrichment Center: 1) videotapes of the

Center in operation were made during the seventh week, 2) on -site

observations of theLparaprOfessional and the students were made in

the fifth and tenth weeks, 3) an attitude survey-was conducted in-

thersixth week, and 4) pretests and posttests were given to determine

students' abilities to control variables.

The pretest consisted of -two paper-pencil tests--the Spheres test aid

the Balloon Box test. The posttest was made up of the two paper-pencil

tests and-an individual interview using,an adaptation of the Bonding

Rods task. Two subgroups were formed it both experimental and control
,



groups. The paper - pencil pretests and posests ,were then administered

in a counterbalanced orderdso as to permit evaluation of the effects

the testing sequence both within-and between gro9s.

ndin0.

The authors provide a rather lengthy narrative on '1Result

size." Their narrative tan be summarized-as fo
.

and Disci

Analysis of thi 'videotape and `site observations substantiated

the fact that children operated in a'freeChoice, non - teacher-

directed environment.

Paraprofessional's- n bu ion to the total aunt talk

was only 5 percent.

_For the most.part,-the chil oguma__
. a

role with ease;

The use of a reward d to increase the number'of

students completing wore autonomous and mare cbgnitively

deManding cgallidge

About_oftethird the childrei e -di

or tr4ps rather ;'than alone.

The attitude.snrve revealed that, in general, the students

liked the Enrichment Center.'

Two-thirds of the students indicated a,desii

the tenter more often. than twice a week.

atten
0

b. The most frequently mentioned negative aspect was t e

necessity 'to complete "Activity Report Forms."

/The.most positive aspect of the Enrichment Center was

"doing the experiments."

etest and £os.ttest results

statistics, -

14

ere analyzed with non-paamet



'Pretests. revealed no initial differences between the

experimentals and controls.
P 4

b.. Posttests of the experimental gtOUPWge-Signifiamtly

different from the control 'group (alpha'il 0,01) onThoth

the, Spheres and the Balloon Box activities. Tbe-experi...'

-ntartroup stUdents increased in their -abilities to

,control. variables.. On these two testi4(Spheres'and

,Balloon Box), approximAtely one-third of.the experimental'

tifoup..Aoved from a state in which they were linabre.th-

recognize the necessity for controlling va;ihies to

iii Which,they-evideeced some understanding for the need

to control experiments.

On the "Bending Rods in " the resp ts.indicated that '7

well over two-thirds of the experimental" group '(78 percent)

understood the necessity for controlling xperiments.
7

7

- .

Interpretations

_plications are summarized as follows:

A
Sixth - grade,- middle-Class chilaren-can-wcitk-constriCti

efficiently, and with enthusiasm over 'an,extended-period of

time in an environment which encourages udeni autonomy.

2. In a free-choice environments children can learn about con-1

trolling variables--an areaYwhich requires an advanced jevel

of log-feat thinking.

The fact that a paraprofessionail can be directly, ini.folved i.n

chitdren a activities is extremely important due to teachers

increasingly Assuming the role of supervising and directing.

parent-aides`And paraprofessionals in their classrooms..

Perhaps it is possible to expose more Children to science by

using, supplemental programs and parapra aresiionals in a pa-
.

digm similar, to that used in this study.



) 441
Tie authors conclude .that, the more interests Oes4ion con-i
cerns the amount of growth children might make if they'were

exposed tojmeininguLteecherled ismfpgamA

experiences like those piovided the Science E

Center.

L

.ABS R'S, ANALYSIS

,

Witten por It is obVious tit a reader of Chi d study, 'that a
-4,

;fatten-

doue Amount' of information was
4

Collectq. Among the,authors''INIrposes

was an expressed interest So establish baseline dada for s4sequent.
I.,

stud 1 . Meeting that .purpose coact well be the most importaneOutc_ e
. ,

tit

the ihvestigation.

'videotapes on-site observations, and attitude sukVeyso for example,

ide data which ire jntefeseing but in-and-of.rhenoelveA are not

always quantifiableinto defendable Aonclu ns. The Observation:that

about one-thiid-orth;' chil6en drorked in pairs. or trios instead of.

alone might not lend much tel this particular study, gowever, the'obse

vation could fora the,basis for. deslgnig` an in- depth stud; on group
interactioh in afree-choice-enVirOnment.

'4

One of the b-s_c probletts it a study= designed tp collect baseline data

is encounteced with the write-up. Much information is generally)-
collecked. Manuscripts.suhmittedto journaldvhci4eve typically hav'e'

ratherstAingent limits on length: 'Mut, critical d cisions Ipust be

made on-what to include and what not to incl0e. Th authors, of this

article did a good job of providing-appropriate and interesting nfor-:

nation. Further, it appears that &,study's purposes were met. Sinc'e

the purposes were stated in'very,general terms, however, the'lgvestiga-
.

tion laasitha "tightness" of an empirical study designedaround

specifically stated research,questiona or hypotheses.

he diagrams en the Student activity sheet, report form, and equipment
in the written tests helj the reader understand the narrative' on .



cedure. .

noted, ever, that the,equipment designated by

caption for be Spheres test was actually that foF the Zallodn

and vice ve ?sa.
=

order to evaluate a research 'design,

ofthe study to determine if
4

nary , to e the proposes

purposes can b b the .design employed.- Given the geier

kture of the purposes df irivestikarion, one must conclude t

the deign was mdequatenrif there is a flaw, it is most directly
ielsieed to the. statement o purposes.

4 ,

The use of 'counterbalanced order in pretests and posttests for bo

gon_rol ,and experimentll subgroups wasra.sound,,procedure. And given4 4 i

j .the natute and organization of the data, the autlibrs' use of nth- -
,

.

._

parametric statistics (chi-square and Mann-Whitney:U Test) was very
, tt,

apprOpriate A different org Aization ofdata-might haveallowecithe

use of other -atatlb c re -d-in non-paramdtr ;c

statistics is referre d to the basic,txt.by Siegel "6.950.

ere, made to establish some degree of validity-for the

This-waa done primarily thrdbgh determining interrater reliability

in scoring student responses on. the written tests. No information
_

4 given on the tests' validity and'reliability, however. Since the

teats used are referenced to earlier studies, one.could consult those

references for finther Information..

Re ch. There i.s relatively good,body of literature on

getian-type tasks related to controlling variables. ,.There seems

to be very little howeveri on learning science in free-choice.

:environments.

The 'readerfind it di cu to isolate specific ideas for future

research from this article. It seems certain, howAfer, that nulimed0us

rOsearckquestions and hypotheses lie hidden in the data collected.

e, ci cation is the one posed by the authors concerning growth in
---

science among children who have been exposed to good teacher-led science

17 21



and good &II-choice expe-riencea.

-additional information and sugge

ested readers might request

from _ _ authors.
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Purpose

This study investigated possible interactiooSAetween teaching atrategie

and pupil characteristics.' Two teaching strategies, structured and

unstructured, were. used in anti attempt to answer two research'queStions:

here a-difference between the two teaching modhs in to

of the* following;

Ach eVemente_ science process objectives

(ii) Preference for teaching mode.

4
2. Do significant interlIctions occur between teaching mode and

each of the following variables, again with achieyement and
J.

preference as criterion variables?

Sex

) Intelligence

Creativity (verbal and figural)

(iv) Personality (extroversion, neuroticism, dependency)

) Socioeconomic status."

Rationale

Elementary science curricula developed ilothe 1960s and 1970s focus on
,

pupil activities which are ased to teach both the content and process



1.

of science'. TEe term "activities" can be defined in a variety of ways.

Pupils who follow _n listof explicitly stated steps are performing

activiries< =yeri-theraremptrforaingquitediffersintly frOMPufiili-Trho,

are given equipment and told to explore anything about .a phenomenon.,,

In between these extremes are many variations.on,the theme.

-1 teaching the process orecience two views of mstruction can be

clearly defined. The'preponents of one view state that the, process

is a set of'skillsand dperations Which can be taught as many other

skills and operations are. Consiitent with this view are activities
-which are carefully controlled,by the teacher and which lead to process

skills by practice On the other hand, one can view-the process of

science as open-ended inquiry. 'Many instructors belleve'that the most

appropriate way to teach this approach to the scientific process is to

allow pupils the opportunity for operilended inquiry into natural /

phenomena. While undertakingthese_inves

teacher control, develop their own skills and

=the proceis,of science.'

first-hand about

In investigating the merits of these t approaches one should also .

consider general studies of teaching strategieS. Much of the research

suggests-that-different-types-of-pupils-may-prefer-andior'learn more-

effectively from different types of instructional strategies. Variables
41,

such as those listed in the research questions stated earlier may

`Interact with the teaching strategies. These interactions can be

present in any investigation of teaching strategies.

Crocker, Bartlett and ElAot combined the above ideas and investigated

"the effects of different teaching_ strategies in the context of process-

oriented elementary science activities" and "the possible interactions

'between teaching strategies and the [pupil characteristics] mentioned."

Research De procedure

Four classes of grade-six pupils were the subjects for this study.

Each class was given two treatments--one structured(S) unit and one



unstructured(U) unit.

elementary science cu

helow summ arizes the treitents..

The is were'"modifieg from a process-based
y

iculOra developed by one of the 'authors" send

%lal-arid ft-a) and density (b): The tab1e

Class,

.1

2

4
Week 1 Week 2 leacher

Sill U,D 1

U;D S,B _1

U,B S,D 2

S,Ilo U,B -,2

r

A 15-item test which determined achievement on understanding theA)focess

of science was constructed t;Y the puthbrs and was used as a pre-test and

post-test for each unit. The reliability and validation of- the tests

were determined prior to the study. Independent variables were measured

_nventerlea-for socioeconomic status, personality, crea.-.

.tive.thinking-and dependence-proneness.

.241? le linear regression was "used in a mode essentially equivalent to

en o f two -way analyses of covariance with posttest as the criterion.

pretest and IQ...as covariates, and treatment of each at the other- "_ _

independent variables, in turn, as predictors

To measure preference a forced-- ice scale was administered to all

groups following the treatment.

Frequencies of preference scores were cross-tabulated with each nde-

-\ pendent variable and"chi-square tests "applied to-the resulting

contingetncy tables."

Findin--

The raw scores showed higher achievement in the structured mode

ever the statistical results indicate a strong interaction between the
treatment and the class. One class attained a higher overall mean on

21



the ach evement tests and p -formedMuch,better in the unstructured,

Mode. The authors conclude that this class treatment.interaceion

---EarCrpfaifesthe answers to the first research queskion.
% .

The results for preference. toward the structured mode were complicated

by this same type of Interaction.

, The examination of the interactions stated in-the research questions resulted

in the identification of both main effects and interactions, The, -main

effects were IQ, socioeconomic status InCsex. The first two of these ,

variables were in the,usual direction, while fetaaleiscored higher than.

Neuroticism displayed-ahtInteraCtion=while extroversion,

dependency and creativity did not,

0te class was clearly different from the °Oiler three in this study:

Yet, the only measured difference was IQ, which waseontrolled In the

an sis. The implication is that some unmeasured iariablewas

responsible for the observed difference. The investigators speculate

---thatsome characteristics of the class as a group may have an Influence

on the effectiveness of certain teaching modes. These group chara*C-

teristies "may have some influence in the decision to apply particular

=aching strategieS."

ABSTRACTOR'S YSIS

The effectivenes of different teething strategies has been the subjectti
of many.studies in science education. However, until recently most

investigations have -concentrated an the effectiveness of teaching the

content rather than the procesS of science. With curriculum movement,
_

of the 1960s investigators and teachers'have.increased their interest

in process anreasoning skills. Thew research by Crocker, Bartlett and



Moot inVestigations, teacbing_strategies or
,the preceat of Selene* have ocUsed .on_Lthe mount _of teacher,- control-_

over the learning experience The baisin
learn the process of science better`by inventing ways of experimenting

or by following and practicing steps prvvicled -by the teitelterI-
investigations prtkide different 'teaching strategies and astir gainIF.
in, understanding the acientific process. In 'addition to-this reseaich-

acker, 7-jWr flat -between-

various student attributes and understanding the process of science.

ilio-leeked at relationa1,between.thelfattributes and preference

structured or unstructured learning experiences. This investigation-

indreated-th-E-Way of 'knowledge about how teaching strategies

-are related to learning the-process of science.

g an to measure un erstending of he-scientific*

process one must be concerned with a.built7in bias of

tmsrtgarion measured stud

process. of science with an achievement test which was created by the

the instrument.

veatigators and based on an instrument produced -by AAAS. The

researchers indicated that the reliability and validity of the test

were established, However, they .do net discuss any bias which the AAAS

-test - mar-have- toward the-prosess-skills taught in Science--A Process
preach.

ovt

is point could be- particulary important because as discussed above

the authors divide- views of he process of science into "the S-APA

sense, as a set of shills and operations" and "relatively, .enstructured
inquiry. These two views were .the basis 'for the different learning
experiences developed especially for this investigation. One must
-as -AAAS-Se-ience-ProcessInstrument t-rmessures-tlie se al uen

k lls."i the S,APA sense." us- how the. authors ad 4 this

rument for the present study is important to undprstanding fully

23
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their research. fortunately. the published

-_dicate how suchra=possible bias in the instrument

activities have -come-:t be

.were tumid during this inwestigatioU.

bonnens concern nature the lea

these questions are.:

no Cilhe!_tlie-two methods

reader is left with

erience.

sere -the -structured and unatructUredclasseren the s

amount of time to complete each activity?

How did students in the unstructured classes know the

objectives of a lesson?

BOW did teachers in the unstructured classes respond to student

questions which would have added structure to the lesson?

TalhAtl4m4totf.qns were~ place4-on-t -e-Lumm4a--4120--

if Students began -investigating a phe omenon different frog

the one intended, were the guided gcic?)

Answers to-questions such as these would provide more detail about

learning-experientet-And enable-readers to interpret better the

results and implications of the investigations.'

Most investigations, including this one, show that students perform

better on process of science inventories after struaured rather than

unstructured learning experiences. Unfortunately most researchers do

not attempt to interpret their results in terms of models of cognitive.

development. viewed in terms of these models, this abstractor is

per -ence

-- understand n he oce

24



-ledge of tbwe setitiio proee from an unstructured

activity sEudents =mitt
* -

-1 op consistent procedures --for, investigating "._Phenozena

b* able to understand their own_ pre -enou

to-build a model of -their Procedures.

quently beyond their capabil

patterns requires-

udents- -the-44 ter7ii

To understand one's own reasoning"

ectual skills noravailable- to-most school

a a ewe , to coYlege
Students). Without this understanding the students are unable to

:realise that they have participated n'-i-proCeds 'and,- thus, are not

likely to assii their activities to a general model called the Process

-:of-scienceZ7

On-the oth er-mad, students---p-articipeting-Iiistructurid activities have.

a model impbaed en them. They probably are not told that they are

_performing process skills. However these structured activities will

elude lee starts and seemipatmuldouL.actimitieammL4m_______________

ctured experience.- need to invent a process model to

-separate the useful procedures from the non-productive ones is not

necessary. Students-in-iCatrUctUred-aCtiVity need only review how the

process works because a model is implicit in everything theTdo.

0

These lest two paragra hs represent this abstfictor's view of the

research results into the abilities of structure and unstructured

activities to transfer knowledge, of the process of science. Fhrther

studies are necessary to see how well models of cognitive= development

it the data on proces: attainment and retention.

While,the results regarding achievement n procea

r

ills are not

u~ac.hem

The results-implied that some type of interaction among

members of one group was far more important than the interaction of

25



with the treatment. The authors speculate

that the group dymtmics of one class emulted-in much different achieve-

If

liCatiOns-for both res ch- and-teach

d certsinly-be .Invcatl gated further.--



vergent-TroductiveThinking
Using Attribute s and Problhms.-
ce Teachins, 13(2 ) = 185-191,106.

iveftent 8; Educazional

de
e

actw=_ en yes epavidespecially for
Pedilla, University_ of Georgia..

The purpose of the study was to test the effects of Attribute Games and

7- --Problhes--on-thi-- -di'velopeent of divergent- productive thinking skill

elementary school childFen.

ntary school curricula are available which allow students to work

with materials under a varlet o cumstances andmbleill_Setlants.4

One such unit is Attribute Games-and Problems AG&P produced by the

Elementary. Science Study (ESS), This unit gives children an

to7Work-out different-OiassifiCatoWand-Organitational-Selu 7
to a set of problems which use Shapes of different colors and

_,---.sizes -as-a:medium.- -The- exercises-in-AG&P stesa-problem-solVing-ski

and attitudes, one - aspect of which is divergent-productive thinking.

It is this divergent-productive-ttinking, defined as the ability to-

produce diverse solutions when faced with a problem, which is'the

major concern of the present study

Reie arch_ Deslin and _Procedure

Two

_ =

Tim classrooms of fifth grade st Wents were randomly, selected from all

the fifth grade classes in one selected school district. One class was
__

,-randomly selected as the experimental group.; the other was designated_
_.,_. , ,,,,..

v
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timental_trainIng;

va-schooldays.

ctiOn*over.

time Ct not described.

of 26-activities-with-AC&F-mate

comp d during the sessions... "The-experimeetal activi7-

e designetilto developmental strategies calling upon 'divergent

-7rIgruct au

activities were the actual problem cards from the AC6P materials or

y vr3 t activities.. for did he specify. whether students 4orked

individually or in s al_l groups; iithethit7the students interacted with

each Abo sailtibMTW7Whithii there was any' ul.or

ortant- orde to role

vas to-guide-the-itudents-withoUt-giving -answers and-te-encoUrage them

og

The Torrence Tests of Creative in,

Pori A...were given to both the experimental and control groups imme-

diately following treetment.. The author states that he used a posttest

-Only control group-design;

Findings

R X 0

0

The cull hypothesis that no difference existed between the groups was

rejected for,two of the seven subtexts on the creative thinking test.

The figural flexibility (p and figural ori=inalit ,05 __subs.

' tests proved statistically significant in favor of the experimental'

group using student's t-values. No differences on the other five

28



-
er-on the compo s scorescores immtapparen Scores

each aubtest are also repor

temporary Science Mater"

ee'dfiergent-produeti;ze

such as Attribute Games and

robl
le

Jith a larger

d with treatment extended over aAonger time period,

:c research resnitell

The present short -term t ainiig design. Marnot,have been the optimum

=treatment, especially for - determining` atent emergence of divergent-
,-

liroductive thinking. Periodic use of attribute blT ocks over a period

of three years in anothe .situati l onto the author produced

obviou&-but uarecorded-u e of-these thinking Skills.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

Students' abilities to understandacieneefacts oripply scientific

principles is a most commonjodusof research ongytricularmiteriale._

_ UdY adde an ortant dimension to the:literature by looking at

cognitive outcomes from a creativity standpoint. Divergent-productive

--thinking-is-an- ortant-aspect 7ofthe-sefence precede ikille. Observe

ing, describing, generating hypotheses, identifying variables and inter-

preting reeillts'are production-oriented skills which require. creative

and divergent thought processes if used. properly. ,Few studies have

ed ter measure the ability of, science curriculum materials to

ain this dimension as has this study.

The author claims 0 have employed,a post

14es-hea

groups.. However, true. randomization -and .thus theoretical equivalence

-nly_control grou

of groups was not obtained or established. While randomization took

place at each selection step,_subjects were not chosen-from the same

- 29



were selected frog oneitfiet. class and
st_ teacher .or

1974) suggests= this procedure and state

e not t-proven to be a problem. Other v
Ak

e been used as effective covariates also,

tbAto.prectice

les such as IQ

us furthering

of equivalence.

I

stated aims of the outcome measure (Torrance Tests of Creafive

Thinking) appear to coincide well with this study's desired outcome,

divergent-productive thinking. Ftr readers not familiar with this

ins a brief summary of each of the subests is zr-necessity,

inie a basic understanding of them would be prerequisite for inter-

-eting!the two reported significant differences. The author did not

provide-such a subma :\1Re also did not attempt to interpret these

differences beyond a genera Nstatement that AG6P might enhance

vergeet-produeOve-ehlekipere-imvortant thaii Chle-asserrlow-

might have been his thoughts regarding the relationship between the

results and the kind of_process_skill lities that scianaa

eachers wish to promote. In addition, the res- _a wOrUld have-proven

re-meaningful had a retentioh test been adminiatered. After all,

-trilnieg whiCSPiaaes results .is only meaningful if those abilitiesi

can be maintained over time. Too, certain diVergenti-productive'think-

skills migh

One partial

emerge some time after initial training.
rAL

and perhaps awed xplanation o the results

Assuming that studentS worked individually on the 26 activities and

that there was little verbal interaction regarding solutions,, it is

not surprising that the experimental group's figural and not verbal

area. Perhaps future work can add a verbal dimension
-

if this outcome is desired. Expecting an increase in

30
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-g -while nut g students a chance'

to be a long shot -at best.

study adds a s

g unusUal--

---,-LAivergent-prodzketive-thrkir4

44 problem which could- -have be

a serious-lack of inforkatioh and/or descriptiOn is at times bothei

b-
died quite easily. In add

:der. What- preelsely=was the treatment? HoW'does the'author

et the-results? What is the-meaning behind eat subte it ova

ccnae _asure?-This reviewer realizes the space-eonstraints.placed

on authors by-lo but-fm1I'descriptIons pf_the treitmeatkan_

results are absolutely necessary to rt understanding.

Lastly this reviewer would urge phe author. to repliette the study,. with

A larger population, if this has not already been accomplished. In
_

addition, a modification of the"treatment so that,stUdents can work

with)the.materials over a longer time period is necessary. This can

be accomplished by giving the treatmenttwodays per week, interspersed

brr-cIzsn-ucmr-lrvrrrticttoTertrar-Fraetrteaf-gvergeWt,-
*produet_ e thinking should also be included-as well as some pretest

measure smch.as the Torriuire. TP-StS of_ Creative Thinkin arm

CE

Torrance, E. Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, Norms-Technical
Manual. Princeton, New Jersey: Personnel Press, Inc., 1974,



ce

ruct_

and analysis prTpared a etiai y'Por
elftivirsity of-Calfary

e and Capie:study was td assess the apitlic-

fisse edmathemagenic questions to an activity-centered
Mt:Wed-by preserviZiteacbers mans Ling eb ec dUr_

action, -- This -studs

enta13-learninCeffeets-of-distribUting-tathemagenid prequel-

(questions p

activities

0110 p e eat act v ty and postquestions

aced. after each activity) among four metric-measurement

vol

Rationale

IJItith_the!P-

d "accuracy. and preefaion"

Previous mathemagenic behavior stall-es have investigated inserted (or

adjunct) questions placed either, before or after segments of prose' in

tarns of knowledge7recall test items. Very few investigators have

reported mathemagenic- question studies using an ihetructional medium

ther than typical prose and few have evaluated students in terms of

comprehension test items.

Theo

_learner's _tion to specific information,contained-in-the:text

and needed to answer subsequent test items. As a consequence, a

question:before-activity treatment should result in, higher scores-,

32



an a -t measuring direct learnin of (relevant) information

previously asked *during instruction. On the other hand, postquestions

Whim -tile -Way the- larner reads- by--reinforcing spedif ieinspietion

ire erue1y, _ed the:readert In this regard, if the. student

estions-at,the end-- a prose-or-lesson _

is subiequent segment Yep, if the_studentfailsto:answer these_-

inserted postquestibps, the inappropriate reading prOCesseCused are

not reinforced and more appropriate pro aes are likely used during the
_ -

reading of the next se

postquestitrns ass _particularly effective in elping students renember

rual information_zot_covered -serted-questions, -a-conse------

quence, a =question-afteractivity treatment should result in higher

scores on aLsubsequenttest reasurin tadirettlenning of (incidental)

information not asked for during instruction.

Research Design and Procedure ,

114enty=170Tt70iiiiRace.fiiile-teachers at _ Univer 0 rgia

Wpre randomly assigned to either-a prequestion or postquestion treat-

- ment-grou .---Eubjects-read-and-performed-siteasurement:modnie-including

a rationale, a list of performance objectives and four "eiAbl

activities Each activity required about 15 minutes to comple Ap_
*

minutes of whickvas used for such activities as "measuring the length

-f the room, the volume of water in a jar, the mass of a lead weight,

estimating, different dim

accuracy and precision

s ons of given objects, and estimating the

-esurements." Subjects were informed about

timatesi-t a-cards-attached

The two itreatments were identical except

t
to each evaluated ob

for the position of the inserted mathemagenic questions! related to

each-activity, The prequestien group ted6 pteaDted with these mu_ ple-

ce questions befo each activitty,7. the 0-cOtqUestion group was

the inserted-question position was the rode nden

dependent variable was a 40-item mul plez-cheice cons in



20 reboot test items Cevaluatinethe sa information as--the inserted

pre- or poetquestis ns) and 20 i items evaluating informal

not cove r T th

cant4differences were detected betwgen the two treatment

oupsin terms of relevant 'or incidental achievement-as" indicated by

Interpretation

TheThe investigators did not demonstrate that_a_prequestioa_treatment

er_schievementscorea_on_relevant-tastiteis-whileHa

_r-tiehlevement-s,,

test items.. This latter finding was clearly inconsistentAA h RoChkopf's-
4mathemsgenic model; .Perhaps model is of limited usefulness and is

generalizable -to prose and less applicable to manipulate lab-type

room activitietif as cautioned by Koran (1974). These negative

sTmay-be7attributabie-to-adeh7ektraneousariibles-ii'student

t in the instructional material and to facilitory self-generated

questions about the instructionsl.activitim_

ABSTRACTOR'S ALYSIS

-_-written-study-represented-one-ofthe7feweforte-to eVelua e

the positioning effeCts of inserted questions on science_ Chievement

om non-prose instruction.- In fact, other investigators working with

mathemagenic materials usually compared treatment variations

and postquescidhs with.little expressed interest in the applicability

of their experimental findings to learning conditions found in the

clasiroom.- Instead, most.researchers-evaluated verbatim (worciby word

inserted Questions adjunct to:prose passages in terms of verbatim

---



perfor ance,, Of course, these mathemagenica

mndation jor:doing relate workzlhavplied.enbject area like

laid a:

--,,_

However, few Invest tors have used these-basic

as a-basis for Ovalua_

texials, Wilson and Koran

r generalIZAbilly

6 describe theT few

is eat study dealt h inde nd

ationally defined andA. gical

allowed readers

and dependent variables

related to one another. Such

fiTif:by-theeFanvestiga

comprehen he nature ofAthe treatment manipulations
,

and°thCseasured criteria and pe_ ted readers to place'the study'-

findings in perspective with ot ted mathemagenic works -Call, of

Mich - -wereeported-irr' e-iare-a a

_d- d

plat a user quest

appearing before material had a facilitory effect on relevant achieve-,

gent but faded tot enhance incidental achievement (agaJtoIlert.J.91714_311to_

exception to this generalization).

$

described an ortant theoretica

On the other hand, recent studies -(more recent than those cited in the

present article) suggested that adjunct questions appearing after

material ein.have both a direct (relevant) and Indirecf(i.ncidental)
facilltmtiue act -on learning -Yet,-4Markle and Capie s review of-

,
.

the earlier literature revealed that postquestiona tidally had little

direct learning effect but greater ladirece effects relative to pre-.

question achieveMent. These researchers accurately predicted (from

their analysis ofApriiertheory and research) that ptequestions can

tens relevant tc while postquestions,

can result in higher scores on incidental test items. Today, a -more
ve .

e o

reasonable prediction would anticipate both preque tion and poatques ion

treatment grouga_bNa4tetfocang..-a-nameluestion-coat.to- oviding-providing-

lesson segments were "properly!' structured -and the inserted questions

were directly relapd to_question7relevant information evaluated by
.---

,,,

the final achievement teat, According to McConkie (077) in addition,,..
.

According



contpibu nto science education by des

ed.ques

s studen

Potential y powerful instructione l tethntque*---

oday's theory and-researchi. The_

contrat. g

sers-or-fa------Wqe.Mtron

defect -#d+sntifi.eddit4 many other mat-e-ma

6)- their cr qua of'dies_

Iuestion studies 'described

rOm subjects_n

_tation_of performance-

t y= ova rstated t

1 rly meaningful when evaluating tudies reporting "mo-differences

between e ecimental-treatments. Therefore-, an added. control -

i.ncorpora ed the,present'study's'disign would.haveeStablisha-

in fact. Whether subjects in either question _trearment-learned any new,

conaegliences of his designlimitation,

-base-level-of-performidee-td-lmieiWored--77---

experiental manipulation, the ibterpre-

eatmentgroups-is-mere-gu011mworkt"--:-PerbsPg---

14fOrMatlen as a result of inserting questions into the activity

centered science module.

nserted-question research reportt&dur ing the last decade suggests that
_these a;udraids canhave.a facilitative or inhibiting effect on learn-,.

ing frost

stud

ce clastoom materials. Specifically.to science education

ns found at the,end of textbook chapteraeometimes-hel

1-tticus7attentIdn on-lagiffinfidiTaT1) compre_end

ntically-encodeinformation, 3) practice in reviewing and retriev

main idea and 4) reduce the readability load of the adjunct learn
-

meter . Unfortunaver the

in popular science books probably fails to effect any of these learnin

proc -es _cording to ecent descriptive study (Hol__ ay, 1979).
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In this - regard, future research efforts should take into account: 1)

two inserted - question variables likely to influence achievement, and

2) two design flaws found'in 'question studies. First, the two veria-,."

blest' likely:to facilitate questioning effectiveness are question
o

timing anOlueationtwOrdingvaccording'to Anderson and LBiddle (1975).

Generally speaking, the shorter the:time between when students read

the "tergeted"A.nformation and answer the relevant inserted question,

the greaterlfie likelihood of higher. achievement scores on the final

test. Furthermore, the more similar the wording (verbatim style) is

between the relevant inserted.and test questions, the greater the

chance 6f higherachtevement. At this point, a cautionary note is

in order. Ttie-greater the student's reliahce on temporary memory and-
AL

.7---verbaim-enteding----o-f-Tcfedthe greater the chance redueedjang-:

term memory effects, edeording to Threadgill (in-pre

Second, for students participating in inserted-questions studies are

able to maximize their performance because of the ambiguity, of the

student task, including instructional directions and lack of practice

in answering. suchiquestiOns. In addition, explicit and theoretical
#

relationships among learner aptitudes, inserted questions, adjunct

learning material, and criterion measures are seldoM adequate `y des-

ed and logically ,related to one another. Correction of these

..flaws in future investigations will help Ye better identify combine-
.

-dons of variables that will maximize claes,room Idirning and reveal

how learners differentially'implement and alter their'cognitive pro-

cesses under a variety of classroom conditions,.
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-D. '""The Relatilie Effectiveness of Teaching Methods on Pupils'
Understanding of-the classification of Living Organisms at Two
Levels of.Intelligence." Journal of Biological Educaiion, 8(2):
219-223, 1974.

Descriptors--*Achievement; *Biological 'Scienceit *Classifica-
tion; Educational Research; *Instruction; Intelligence;

sLearning; *Secondary School Science

Rxpaned abstract and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E. by
Diirid E. Oat, California State College, Bakersfield.

The:au s stated purpose was to examine the relative effectiveness
f a "Nuffield ll apormicli aid a "traditional" approach to the teaching

of classification, for comprehensive school pupils of above and below

average intelligence.

Rationale

Classification has been the focue f several types of studies over the

years. Gagne (1970) suggests that children develop class concepts

partly from experience and partly from verbal definitidns. Inhelder

and Piaget (1964) suggest that concepts of'class require more abstract.

thinking. Kagan, Moss and Sigel (1963) have proposed that two major

cognitive styles are involved in classification. Hence, if studentS

do learn classification in different ways and if understanding of

classification ranges from strict defiditiqp toan.abstract -appreciation,

then, any single method of teaching is not likely to be successful with

individuals of different ability.

ResearchDesign and Procedure

n suggests that "the data correspond to those obtained from a ran-
-

led_bloCks_designand_that_appropriate-analysis-of-vailance
techniques can be applied. Using Campbell and-Stanley nomenclature it



would appear that one could classify
. he design as either "The Post

test-only Control Group" or "The Static-Group Comparison." Neither

Is a completely accurate libel,

The primary criterion in selecting the 12 year old students for the

study was that they had studied bio/ogy during-their first year of

studies in Mixed ability groups. The selection was further narrowed

in that the students had. to have experienced either a "traditional"

program of study or the "Nuffield" program, Pour schools were identif

fied as using the Nuffield course of studies and four which used a

traditional approach; two classes were selected at random from each

of the four schools.

Eight classes participated in the study, All eight classes had been

taught classification by different teachers. The AB4 Group Test of

General Intelligence was administered by Ryman late in the academic

year. Students scoring above the mean, were assigned to the upper group

and students below the mean to the lower group Thus a double classi-

fication was established.

Students were given a classification task which consisted td 38

numbered drawings of a variety of organisms, (Ryman points out that

the drawings were similar to those found in the Nuffield Text,) An

answer sheet was provided which consisted*of a series of rectangles

each labeled with a group name. Students
r

responded by writing the'

numbers of the pictures in the appropriate rectangle. Some were to

be classified into more than one category;. the spider would, for

example, be included in the spider rectangle, the arthropod rectangle

and the invertebrate rectangle. Scores were obtained by simply'Eally-

ing the number of correct responses. The maximum score was 89.

TWenty-five students were randomly identified in each of the four cells

resulting from the double classification of type of program -vs7

intelligence. Thus, fifty students were sampled from the Nuffield

-end---treditional-programS-respeetively7--SimIlsrlyi-fifty-StUdntS

were representative of th'e upper and lower intelligence groups.
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Table 1

Composition of the-Sample

Method of Instruction
Traditional Nuffield

Upper intelligent 25 '25 50

Lover intelligent 25 25 50

Normal 50' 50 100,

J*1

The data were reported in three ways: 1) the raw scores of each student.

2) the mean scores of each of the four groups; and, 3) analysis of

variance. These summaries ae well as the analysis of the data are

appropriate foi this type of study.

n

Ryman s data suggest that the 'Nuffield" approach was'mere effective

- = - --for upper intelligent students and_04_"traditionart epproach-was_the

more effective for pupils of below average intelligen'ce. The reader

la reminded that a maximum score of 89 was Ooasibfe. The highest mean

score of 33 was still less than 40 percent correct.

Table 2

Mean Scores

Traditional Nuffield

Upper intelligent 28.72 4488-
Lower intelligent 27.44 17.36 . 22.40

Overall 28.08. 25.18 26.63

The analysis of variance yielded an F- 4.*40 with 99 degrees of free-

dom.' Hence the ratio of the mean square for interaction and that for

within cells is significant at the 0.05 level. The difference between

the achievement of the upper and lower intelligence groups was found

to-be-signifirsnt-at-the-001-1042V-L-
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jnterprtations

Ryman emphasizes that any generalizations from the study "can only

bSapplied to the limited population from which the sample was drawn."

Ha.su- ests that although there are differences in the effectiveness

of:the two teaching methods nothing specific can be stated due to the

significance of interaction. Individuals may differ in how they learn

to classify and therefore there is.no single method_of instruction

that will be generally effective. As evidenced by=the results of this

study the "Nuffield" approach guts the lower ability student at a

disadvantage; the /'traditional" approach does not do the higher abil

student justice.

*UV_ CTOR!S ANAT.YSIS

The primary conclusion made by Ryman is there is "evidence of an in er-

ection between teachingmethoda-and_intellectual_levels:-in-the

ment of an understand g.ofthe classificatiOn of living organisms by

first -hear comprehetsive'school pupils," He wisely makes the point,

hoWever, thAt.the results; tinnot be generalized beyond the populations

sampled. Although an aftempt was made to randomize the selection of

the schools and teachers for comparative purposes, it does not take

into consideration teacher attitudes, ability and training. Schools

which opted to use "Nuffield" may very well have a different type of

teacher. Hence, it may not be the method of instruction that is

responding differentially to upper and lower intelligence levels but

the type of teacher who selected the materials. Ryman does not char-

acterize the teachers in his study.' Similarly, data regarding the

schools and the-socio-economic areas they serve are lacking.

The notion of "cla ca n " is not well defined in this investiga-

tion. It appears that children are tested-on their kpowledge of the

classification system, not on their ability to engage in the intellec-

tual-process-tf-clasStftasrion7--Th-a probre0-11-46EPTindid_y the

fact that illustrations used in the classification task were similar,

to those in the Ntiffield Text. Hence, it would seem probable that



Students in the sample had an awareness or familiarity which would

affect the results.

Kagan, Moss and Sigel (1968), cited by Ryman, suggest that individuals

Perceive and label their environment by three modes a) the descriptiver-

hdalytic, b)-the relational- contextual, and c) the categorical-
.

inferential. Persons who employ the'descriptive.-analytic mode utilize

overt physical attributes for classification, Individuals utilizing

the relational-contextual mode essentially employ a functional

approach to classification, while those with categoricalrinferen

approaches infer relationships. It would seem that characterii

students in this manner as opposed to I:Q. scores would'be more

valuable. While it is understood that grouping students according to

'I.Q. is not uncommon in schools, and that this in'f'requently intet

prated as ability grouping, the weakly- developed relationship. of

instructional modes to intelligencq.levels is insufficient to jus

the use=of I.Q. in tiie study.

y

The use of personally developed instruments iq frequently a necessity

in science education re arch. Perhaps the tasks Ryman devised for

assessing the children's ability to conceptUalize are good. However,.

nothing is said about the development and testing prior to their-use

in this study. It is unclear as to whether the tasks do indeed eval-

uate the cognitive process of classification or knowledge of the

system of classification. The extremely low scores (a mean of 26.63

out of possible 89) could indicate; hat the tasks are not valid

measures of what students are learning. Or, it pay be that the level

of cognition necessary to understand classification as being presented

is yd the capability of 12 year olds. Sigel and Hooper (1968)

:he descriptive-analytic style of particular importance to

ca nitive functioning. A strong case might be made for either inter-
,

pretations of the low scores.

Many of the criticisms and concerns expressed above may be a function

of lbe-Articlela-brevity7tThe-researcher-may-indeed-have-been-mor

thorough than the reader is led to believe. Although it is doubtful
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that anyone would question the general conclusion of the:author,

"The nature of the whole teaching-approach has to be chosen with

considerable care, and matched to the particular needs of individuals

or small groups," the study does little to move science education

towards that entL

CES-

r Kagan, J.; H. A. Moss and I. E. Sigel. "Psychological Significance
of Styles of Condeptualizatioft," in J. C. fright and 3, Kagan,
(Eds.) Basic Cognitive Processes_ in Children: Report' of the
Second Conference. on Intellective evel men Vol. 28, Mono-
graphs of the Society of Research in Child Development, No. 86;
pp. 73-112, 1963.

Sigel, I. E. and F; H. Hooper (Eds.) Logical Thinking in Children:
Research Based on Pi per's Theory, New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, inc..,1968. "



Tami Pinches.. "How Are the Laboratories Used ?" Jeu of Research
In Science Teaching, 14(4): 311-316, 1977,

Descriptors-*Biology; College Science;'Higher Education;
*Instruction; *Interaction Process Analysis;,*Laboraforie
Medical Schools; *Science Education; Secondary Education;
Secondary Schdol Science

ended abstract and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E. by
David R. Stronck, University of Victoria.

Purpose

The purpose of this investigation was to find whether,or not the inquiry

level of the -laboratory increases ail students advance from grade nine -to

college. Data were'gathered to answer the following questions:

What kifid of experiences do high school b

offer at different grade levels?

laboratories

#
2. To what extent are these laboratories inquiry-oriented?

What are charmeteris c behaviors of inquiry- and non inquiry-

oriented teachers in the laboratory?

What are the characteristics of different college laboratories?

How are college labor*

&tortes

Rationale

es different from high school labor-

t science educators encourage the use of the laboratory as a place

to do investigations and inquiry.-not merely verificatioSs. In a

typical inefuiry laboratory" the students identify the problem and

cedures and perform the investigation., In "tYpical_verificUin

laboratory" the teacher identifies the problem and procedures while

the.students follow instructions to repeat previously studied work.
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The researcher tated: "As students progress in the study of science

from elementary through high school.to college, their laboratory.exper-

iencei may be expected to become increasingly more inqUiry-oriented."

De An and Procedure _

A single observation instrument was used in both the high- school biolo

Isboratori lessons and in thie laboratories at the college undergraduate

level. This instrument consisted of three parts of the Classroom Obser-

vation Instrument relevant to the Earth Science Curriculum, i.e" (1)

pre-lab, (2) actual lab work, and (3) post-lab. Smith's instrument was

expanded by adding six categories to the 19 its of the pie-7

-lab and four categories to the 19 items of the lab-work phase. The .29

items of the post-lab remained-Unchanged. In each of the three phases,

observations of both the teacher's and the students' behaviors were

recorded in 60-second:iatervals by two observers, The agreement level

between the two trained ob3ervers_was_87,percent,at_thehigh_achool,__4.,

laboratories and 82 percent at the college level.

In the Beer Sheba area of Israel 18 high- school biology teachers were

randomly selected for observations in a total of 31 laboratories: 15

. at the ninth-grade level, 12 at the tenth- grade' level, and four at the

eleventh-grade level. At the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, four

different laboratories were observed four times eneh: two in the first

year of atudie6 (chemistry and biology) and two in the second year (his-
. ,

tology.Snd physiology). In each laboratory,'about 100 college students

were working; they'were divided into four or five groups, each with a -

different instructor. Eac observation lasted 30 minutes at the

University while the high - school situation was observed throughout

the pefiod.

All of the data from the observations were collected under the follow-

ing categories:

Pre-lab: Identifying the problem to be investigated,'

(b) Instructions for carrying out the investigation:
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Identifying the major components of the investikation:

Teacher reacting to students' (motions.

Cc) Teacher evaluating students' performance.
. -

Post Analyzing the data,

Cb). Inte eting the results,

A singU.table reported-the data as percentages- for the Average -time

devoted to" each phase and each omponent in the different laboratories,

t.e., for, 1) high-school biOlogy,, grade nine, (21 high,-Ochool

grade ten, X3) high- school biology, grade eleven,"(4) college chemistry,

(5) college btblogy, (6) college histolggY,_and_C7) EtalegeLp

The researcher does not define the research design of this study,_aut

he does observe: "Only gross comparisons could.be made and no ettimpt

was made to employ statistical tests of significance of differences." k

If we consider the treatment of this study to be the placement in a

_AmotaTadvanted-grade-level,-then-the-studyffused-the-pre-experimental-

design Of the Static-Group Comparison There were no formal means of

certifying that the groups would have been equivalent without the treat-

Ment. On the contrary because the groups differed widely, the researcher.

correctly assumed that hta analysis the data should-be limited to

"only jross comparisons."

Findin a

The.data demonstrated that in the-ninth and-the tenth grades, the pre-
.

lab phase takes a quarter of the time; the actual laboratory work,

two-thirds; an the post-lab discussion, about 9 percent of the

In the eleventh grade, the pre-lab wasreduced,to'-'6 percent of the time

while the.post-lab discussion expanded to 29 percent, The teacher is

the dominant figure in th'e pre-lab phase withlittlar fnput from the

students in grades 9 and 10.



At the college level, there were no.post-lab discussions and no student

input during,the'pre-lab discuZiSee41The time devoted'to the'pre-lab

phase was positively related to the comOiexity of the task and nega-

,tively related to the availtibility,of previously prepared guidelines.

Chemistry and physiology required approximately twice as much time in.

the pre-lab. as.did biology and histology. While the high- school biology,

laboratoriee,hsCpatternasimilar td,these.in college biology 'and his

-tology,- college chemistry-and physiology placed almost.tWei;thirds of

the time in the pre-lab discussions.

In the high school laboratories an aye rage of 11 percent of the time was
.4evoted_to vetific rtent7wae-given-to inVestigp-.

tine items. An "investigative index".was calculated. by dividing the

sum of the inquiry items by that of .the, erification items. The inves-

tigative index for the high- school sample was 1.2;.'' Nevertheless the 18

high - schoolteachers proyided,the following range: 7 were "inquiry-

oriented "'; 8 were "equilly'usin inquiry and verification"; three were

"eftditional.":-The-inVtatigat4e-indieed-it-the-University were rela-

tively low:

.

biology, 0.7; physiology, 0.5; chemistry, 0.4; and

histology, 0.3.

Interpretations

In 1974 high-school biology students in Israel who studied the loCal

BSCS adaptation program were involved in investigative laboratory',"

experiences. The- level of inquiry gradually increased from the ninth

to the eleventh-grade level. On the other hand, college laboratory

experiences were traditional and confirmatory.

-,Most of the college laboratorie have a pre-lab phase which is consider_

'ably longer than in the high schools.. The college histology course had

a relatiVely short pre-lab phdse because of the detailed guidelines

which (Were written and video-taped. All -of the college laboratories :

provided detailed directions designed to eliminate any difficulties or

unexpected.results
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The college laboratories aced strong reliance on the required

written reports and had'nO'post-lab discustictns. The researcher

condemned this practice,by"Writitigt:

The'podt-lab isiessential for probIempsolVing investigative
laboratories. Its absence may serve as a strong'indication
of the traditional:verification nature.of the college labor-
`atbries. ...College, laboratories should lead rather than
lag behind high school.

CTOR'S ANALYSIS

--Eesearcher wrote: "A literature survey has .failed to identify

studies describing whet is actually hakiening.in.the laboratories in

=kerma of students' engagement in inquiry:probably because the study.'

of the nature of thetianiactions (activities and interaction of

teachers and students) not an easy one to carry, out

story getting." The abstractorcanidentify_several.AtU4ies_Of

type not found by the researcher, The abstractor suspects that the

researcher did not search the literature of the late 1960-W when the

topic of inquiry was ',tensely discussed. For example, kw:Isl.

ectives.in the Teaching of Eiolclgy, published in September, 1969,

has in annotated bibliography of 161 items. One example from this

list is-the article by E. J. Montague Add R. M. Ward: "The Develop-

men 'Of Problem Solving Abilities in Secondary School Chemiitry."

The commentary on this article observes: 'The unexpected results of

this study suggest that students with investigative experience in thi

chemistry laboratory do not learn to transfer abilities' in critical
, .

thinking any better than those with traditional experiences or that

teachers may not use these approaches with equal effectiveness."

Another example of research dtudies on inquiry are the 16 articles

contained within the University of Texas Publication Number 6720,

October 15, 1967, Research and Curriculum Development in Science

ew-Pr in -fli h-School7Rimi _n-arricl

within this book is of special nrerest;.Lehtan W.

Ns,

Jr. wrote



The Development of.e tudent Checklist to Determine Laboratory

Practices in High School Biology." The abstractor suggests that this

eheckliit of 65 items is amore appropriate instrument than the

researcher's selectiOn of Classroom Observation Instrument relevant

to the Earth Seiende Curriculum.

The researcher attempted to make new conceptual contribution by

contrastin

with those

the ideal

laboratorie

lie laboratory activities of higHmachool biology classes .

_our different college science courses. He argues that

uation is approached by,ehe.eleventh-grade biology
f# #

s which include a relatively: large amount of atudent input

he-relative_ ost-lab discirs-storrar,--He---ett-es-Ereve-ral

authors who advocate the investigative laboratory.

Unfortunately he does not distinguish the level of course between

ninth-grade or tenth-grade biology:and elevent4r$Ode biology. The

a_stractor ens ects that introductory biology is taught in grade 9

' or-I0 buE sdudents in grade I are enrolled in a second' course

n biology.'''This second course probably attracts those advanced

students who are able to do investigative laboratory work with an

enthusiasm that generates lively discussions.' The relatively lengthy

_post-lab discussions of the e1celAnth7grade biology course are silbsti-
.

tute0 for the written reports required by college teachera. Maiiy

teachers at both the high-school and the college level believe that

the writing bf there detailed, carefully reasoned reports is a

necessary part of doing advanced science,

While the researcher advocates the' group dynamics of the post -lab,'

diacuseion, Joseph,D. Novak'was recommending a different ideal in the

book Fac -r SeconderL_School Science Teaching volvieg

rna in,Fac4ities:and Pro rams. ;He observed: -:!'The study team,

established two primary criteria for facilities to qualify as exem-

plary: (1) the facility must.provide for. easy modificationor.

xmAst a -14 forJa.Creasing,indi=flexibility-and (2) he

:vidualizetion:of.inst Uction.

_e

Po

ores anje

-lab discussions.

The recent trend towarkindividuali-

sis'oniwritingt reports and elimina
An-a- -
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r--

zed thau-:h haehool lab

eaVe:te soda as theY have completed the

the studauts ere raquired to

end of p_er a shi aroo --EerhaPA

tee i use the p6st- d c aio th
at the .end of:s.--peri: the literature nds

support, the researcher' assert on thi4oBt

- = -

The researcher e4 aimed that in a typical irq
students ideitify_ the $yeblem and . the procidurle.,

,5 -5-

labor&

=h-

ot

ementary schoold and idgraduaft

boraPPries, hut-rar gh-schools:ar-co/leges;- The--
. -

d Science and Mathematics for Elemen chools (OWES)

sthildren_naderifyng-in6esting-problems- evelop-

_ir own plans for solvingthese prOtilema.

almost all hIgh-school:and_undergreduate_co -eaehars

o--uaderst

cepts. An exception
,t.

h-grade project,

may be the Chemical Bond Approach (CBA1

which gradually requireg. die students-to:take
.

_g procedures'an finallyinally of-definidg the

act_ suspects, that the relativelyhigh."iivestigative,
4ora. dex"

for _ high-schoolplaboratories is pgimarlla_fuactidm.-of_the-rela- -_
. ...,

tively.hligh level of exchange in discussion, rather than a. measure of

identifying pro eo and procedures for the laboratory. The inquiry

method'used by many BSC§ teachers encourages discussion bipoding

gueetions which ten Ito le/ter:the students toward conclusions previously µ -=

e fined by the eache 7A hongh-this-method-invOlVel the stddent

.defining the problem_and:the4roGedures. the students ere led to

predetermined conclusionswith-little. flexibility in the work whfch

will-be done in the-labors Sdth "i uirv" leaden

to fulfillthe researcher definition of the "typical inquiry labora-

tory. ". Therefore this study may contain Confused use of the word.
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of Science
California

abstract and analysis of our article inn and Levine, 1978)

an adequate ery the work that conducted, but is
--misleading in :a-number-Of-respects.

umma y of_Stu4y

The summary of our study is adequate but Lawsdn's analysis of,the

rationale-As incomplete. Lawson notes the relevance of our esearch ,- vEvai J=.7.NL7=-

to Piagetian and nieo- Piagetian theory but comments, "No further rationale

for the study was given except for a. brief statement_thit a clearer

--understanding-of-how-ChildrenTAolVe control-of variiblenis-needed"

(Lawson, 1978). Lawson failed to note that the sedtence immediately

after out "brief statement" refers the reader to ourvpublished reviews

recentArork in the field (Levine and Linn, 1977) which places our

cal work alongside: the-Work-of-Either reieirchera and theoreticians.

oduction was purposely telegraphic. -Our intent was simply to

-place our work within the massive field of adolescent reasoning without

-Iscience Foundation under Grant_

ca
e those the author` nd do not necessarily reflect the views of

-the National Science Foundation.
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e lT -arts =Waldo:.to
is not, grounded in the .large

k that-took plece-lefore our study was unthrtaken.

our. procedure- for

the variable's in a lo

k,contribu to success. Lawson makes three points

in criticizing a findings: a) there was probably no real familierit.

en ce fromrroblem to poe;
crete materials; and c)' the authors themselves.ackriewle

method used for presenting the -task gave more information about the

for one task than another" (Lawson, 1978).

's_ first oirit; that probably no real familiarity difference

-was, we agree, not stringently testedin our study. However,

we did select tasks on the basis of our observations in elementary

school classrooms in the United-States and England. Lawson tries to

proxe-ldspointai Elgraler in-the-netek0
question, "are seeds and fertilizer any more familiar than marbles

and wires ?" However, this' is really notthe Wiper question,

dismiss (Linivand Levine, 1978, p. 184), the question concerns famil-

larity of the Aaaka as a whole. The seeds problem concerned planting
,

_
-------ctanearing for_ seeder In7Eritiih schOolS,-by the time children have

ached the age of our subjects (12-16 years of age)i'they have had

experience growing plants. In contrast, the ramp task was designed

to use familiar objects (marbles) in a new but not totally foreign

tting.-.As-Figure 1 =inour Article illustrates the marbles were

released and allowed to hit a target at the bottom-of a short ramp.

This task involves some variables that the students were familiar with'

(height of release point

mos-, .,the se
was not identical:4o any-:previous-exper-

to be the leastjail ar
difficult task. all. Mile wee. certainly eapeeted children 'of

8



system--that ap three

e children e various

o e given'the circuit: problem appeared to be far more.

cu *bout how the device yo Aced were the children who di4; he_

roblem flotedove

Fs however, our selections were far more purposef

t-would-suggest.

econd criticism-is_thar_the_seeds problem was pre red r l
Lawson's comment would haite'much more force if our. resultslhad_beenthe

opposite than we, obtained. For our sublecte,__ _easiest_problemv
theeeeds_rask. This_ is- contrary_ta_the_11

seated orally, and therefore abstractly, would -be more difficult

icy one presented concretely with materials for the child to-observe directly.

an Bing; we made obtaining results supporting the hypothesis even-7

more difficult than would have been the case had we used concrete mater-

iele,7741)f-Tcoursek--a-methodolOgicallyTperfect-stUdy7wouid have systemati

tally tested the abstract/concrete dimension-this must be left to

figure studies,

Finally, Lawson quoted us as admitting that "...the method used for

presenting the task gave more information about the variables for one_

task than for another" (Lawson; 1979), This, he suspects, VDs the

-us_ f-the-laege-d ifferentes7in-the-success-rattav--Once

again, we must point out whelp, Lawson chose not to quote. The entire

context of the
tf:7

passage that Lawponlselectively quotes demonstrates

that we were only offering arpoasible explanation and that we

to make the task instructions identical. As we went on to disduss, we

hosen quotation would indicate, that we



elabora

(Line, Notessl and 2

fact, sub

tigated

We have _objections-to Lawson's cOmments about our study,

ow one comment onEthe adequacy of his abstract d aaalysis.

cized our liberal use. of abbreviation!, sometimes overly_ concise

Irleand the wing of the-results discussion

ziana.Theap may-be-vslid=triticisms.= However

out, Lawson himself was guilty of analogous fa

and conclusion sec-

as we have'pointed

a. Although writing

d mate some of his shortcomings, such as the failure.to

ZitjaCtiona-7COMplEtannOtiadthave

increased the length of the manuscript, they would assist

-oonsiderably-id-clarity and fairness to the authors and to the reader

of his abstraat.
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The Lebdratories 'Used?" yid R. Stron
Education, 6(3): 45-53, 1980.

that my paper- dealing with direct observations of laboraiory

was chosen for a critical review by David R. Stronck.

ht thoraafI.S.E.-I hope that

p to c is related to research and practice
tins. -It appears that the role of the laboratory- metros_

e 1,s sue. While I find the review interesting.q wish to

Offer a Dunbar of. ainpa&nts. I shat begin with the literature su

aired`

Bch deal with outcomes of inquiry-

n ague and Ward,' 1969) or with results
ee (Barnes, j 1967)-. --Ite suggests that thi

Barnesdy "is a more appropriate
ClarsraDM7Ths--ervifft-o-h--7

ce -,Curriculum." It appears
tract° r faila to realize that -

Lea the Barnes checklist, are
-clank-loom-interaction. It isnot dealing with dirat t *bee

tail- laid if research b

recently, following the study uSciei;'consi"iier
studies began to appear Ce.

mare studies of laboratory ansactions-

ht. . Only

ch observati
ntend that many

ngs are
11 necessary in order to f veil'. viii

boratory lessons and What ,variabIea- are ,_affmg
students in the laboratork.

ne
r.

learning of

h_ post-lab



e liboratories are more-individualized" and the

aid individuaslit tores an

ure-and:the°24b1

post-lab discuss

11 l i roves t -Ishorstneiv.-

specific referenc this literature

; _

the abs ractora0obsetvati _y teachers at both

high school and college level believe that the writ __these_rare-_

reasoned reports is a necessary part of doing -advanced science."

r believe that laboretort.seporta_are,,essetit4n1 avan_in,less

advanced science classes. In fact, 4f are important in any instruc-

,ttonal laboratory. Severthelessliannotaaree_with_the contention

that laboratory reports are substitutes for'llosi-lab discussions.
_ -

Post-lab diocussions may not be essential for verification laboratories

pruvided that die teacher makes sure, during the pre-lab discussion4nd

the actual work, that the students understand what they are doing.

inquiry-oriented laboratories where often unexpected things

renrrudentsTby-darthlTrot7-d-O7Fv-to-knosiat

y will get, naturaliyrhe meaning of the results and their

r wild banafit-substanciilly- - class-discuss

results

Moreover, in an inquiry - oriented laboratory different teams maybe

.engaged in the study,of different expects of the problem under inves-

tigation which they Are expected to report to the whole class before

the sought-for.generalizarions emerge. Even when the different teams

work on a common task, pooling the results yjesd to a more valid

anal xis Lakin

replications as well-as employing statistical analysis in pertinent

events. post -lab discussion also provides opportunities to both

teacher-and students to raise questions, -to examine conflicts, to

previous knowle ge to the new
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tursa Ce program,
discussion ch

oni _cantly to -COMO

to Cept54:- re

the less sti"ucT d - anted- lebora

deal, or

on.of

wi

The abetre7.Ctor:augges "perhaps as achool

posttlabAiscussions riiy to occupy-the.time at:-the end of_the

period," -Perhaps Some do i _owevet, this gument cannot be seriously

accepted as a support for a o

point,; et the- need to study:Carefully, what is going, on

and find_ _ways-to-

lie-more fully realized.

rove hese-diacussions-ao---t

I agree 'vitti the abstractor that in most schools the -

not been sufficiently used to develop inquity eitilla:endthet problem
;

identification.ia-hls vneelected._ pa on for thisf.4,41thar_mtlat___

laboratory menua :4-401m4-toee of presumehly-inquJxy-orietted curricula

such as the BSCS or eiPS8C, do not requite the etudents to practice

t --seliedirtrrefat7example, Tamir amd Lunette, 1978). Yet, it

again my contention that as students progress in their study of Science

A-entertain-mate-7 ities7to-develop-rheif,inquity

leit'identification and problem so skills. Such opportunities need

not resat in leas understanding of important hasicrconcepts_aa,evt-

dented repeatedly in the evaluation of the Israeli BSCS'Adaptation

Project (e.g., Tamir and Jungwirth, 1975; Tamir,'1976),

Although I agree that there exists certain dependence on the nature of

thAL-1AlbetrattaC)LJ34-the-sipecific-diseiplinervt-----have,rthelese-the-d ata-pre----
sented in the original article, as well as informal discussion with

students and instructors'in the university, clearly substantiate the

basie'Concluaion that many college laboratories are highly thdi-

tional, emphasizing verification and often promote a rather routine
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o. 6720; 90-96,

or and Student Behaviors in
oratories of Five Scierice,_

versity Level." Unpublished Hesteei-thesis,
1977.

end B. II. Ward. `"Teelint of Problem Sol _

-edbndel-y School Ch e u al of e -ch
95: 354-356,-1968;

ommunicatlon, 1968.

' "Assessing Teacher Performance in thO_C1as
Pattern Analysis Applied to Interaction Bata." Studies in Educe-,
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ter .of - aslig schools the comment that the sample

Lametricie quite obscure. The sample Any be'biased
_

-ct to urban systeme, but it certainly has parameters

t-and-waVehOwn-bY-GUIIMA .indWMIEK-(1972) to

le .to other-oemplee-for-the regions considered,

2. The use of random elimination of subjects to producaproportion-

ality is well -docu ted by statisticians as a desirable action.

of

l -ohd-Stenley,-19; nelpie-la Life

ect will be .confdunded in the interaction's but that main

s will be exact__In_the_one_caee_where_dummy scores,

were added, Junior Eigh School Science, the result was not changed

as.the t-test for institue attendance was nonsignificant. The

effeet of adding the dummy scores IseansYwas to reduce Meaaj,
,

Settare Error, so that it should have been-even easier to detect t

significance if it Were there. There are better estimators for

dummy scores using,the whole design matrix, but nothing o

importance would be changed in any case.

That degrees of freedom were lost by randomly discarding observe-

tions is irrelevant since the error term hid well over 100 degrees

plenty, of power.
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r- a _

achieve t.shomid certainly not

f si

8 f m teaehe is acteris

-e not been- successful' predictor t.w
-

on has misinterpreted the -t- es-
' howl is not increased9;_ife

--ue, although there,is researdh7to indicate-.

ledge does increase with institute attendance,

that the Iikei# effec -I

as was stated in the or

dressed in detail In an earlier response Edward Davi

S.E. 5(2), 1979). The essential points'Are:

a scores represent class means, not student- me

b. The differences are comparable to large tandarized'te

class mean differences

In thsolutepercentage a gain o five to ten percent in

achievement might well be worth the expenditUre'of one to

ehreein-service'institutes for a teacher when amortited

Over the teacher scareer-and over thousands.°


